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                                   ANNEX 
 GENERAL DRAWING 

 
1. BEFORE USING THE EQUIPMENT AND SECURITY. 

 
LARZEP hydraulic benders are designed in accordance with internal quality standards, in compliance with the ISO 9001 regulation. 
If you find any damage or fault with the product, clearly label it and place it in a location where it will not be available for use until an authorized service dealer has 
repair the fault. 

 
 Never use hydraulic equipment that is damaged or suspected to be in poor conditions. 
                                                                                             

The tools are designed for the applications described in this manual. Any other use may pose a risk to the equipment and result in hazardous situations for the 
operator. The manufacturer accepts no responsibility for damage resulting from the improper use of the tool.  

 
Do no store or leave the hydraulic bender where is can be accessed by the children. 

 
The operator should be fully aware of the risks inherent in the use of high-pressure hydraulic tools, and should act responsibility in accordance with 
that described in this manual, ensuring both his/her own safety as well as the safety of others located in the vicinity of the working zone.  
 

Boots Helmet Glasses Gloves Clothes 
Never modify the tool or add elements that may affect its safety, without express authorisation from the manufacturer.  
Before using, check for: 

1- There are not operators standing around dangerous area. 
2- Ensure that the equipment it’s located over firm ground. 
3- Do not work around dangerous area. 
4- The commands have been operated with the hands. 
5- Damaged or dirtied connections or coupler. 
6- The flexible hydraulic hoses are not twisted. 
7- The commands are in neutral position. 

 
 
Check that the working pressure is less than the 80% of nominal capacity 
 
 

Specialist personnel should only carry out repairs and maintenance operations, etc. Always use original LARZEP spare parts. 
Carry out maintenance operations on a regular basis, as indicated in this manual.  
Once you have finished using the tool, disconnect it, clean it and store it in a clean, safe place.  
 

2. TECHNICAL FEATURES. 
 
 
The supplied benders in standard equipments are the ones indicated in the enclosed board below. The obtained radius bending the tube 90º (long radius benders) is 
also included 
 

TUBE PULGADAS 3/8” ½” ¾” 1” 1 ¼” 1 ½” 2” 
DIAMETRO (mm) 16,5 21 27 34 42 48 60 

RADIUS  40 40 60 80 100 115 165 
ANGLE  90 90 90 90 90 90 90 

 
 
 
 
All the models include not only a complete bender seal kit in order to fit them in the piston but also two bending rollers with their corresponding grooves to fit in the 
tube. 
They also include the structure with the upper and lower and also the axles corresponding to the bending rollers. 
 
 

R
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MODEL VZ1225 

DESCRIPTION Bender 3/8”-2” with hydro pneumatic pump. 

CYLINDER Single acting, spring return. Ref.: SM01025 

CAPACITY 10 ton 
STROKE 260 mm. 
PUMP Hydro pneumatic pump “Z12107” 
TANK CAPACITY 2,1 Litres 
POWER 700 bar 
WEIGHT 57 Kg. 

 
3. START UP. 

 
The bender is packed in a sturdy wooden box, which protects it from the knock damage throughout the transportation. Once the tool is used, clean it and keep it into 
the box, to be stored until next usage. 
Unpack the equipment assuring that all the parts indicated in the drawing provided in the manual are found and the material has not been damaged. 
The hydraulic part is provided threaded to the structure plate of the grounds. Mount in this plate the lower and upper grounds. (Stick with the tube measures up faced) 
with the axles and clips. Checking that the upper ground tilts free. 
 
 

MODEL VZ1225 

1- Connect the air hoses (coupler ¼”NPT) with the air port and the oil port (coupler 3/8” NPT) of the pump with the cylinder making 
sure the perfect connection, unscrew the purge screw of the pump 3 or 4 turns. 

2- Make the connection of the air, the pump needs an air pressure of  2,8 : 10 Bar and a maximum flow of 0,8 L/min. 
3- Make sure that the working area is free and all the elements perfectly located. 
4- Put the feet in the pedal of the pump. 
5- Push with the feet the position “Pump” of the pedal, the oil is pumped to the circuit and the cylinder is pressurized. 
6- In order to maintain the pressure, release the pump and let it in a central position. 
7- In order to return the oil of the cylinder by its internal spring, and depressurize the equipment, push the “Release” position. 

BENDING 
Once we know the tube to bend dimensions, act in the following way: 

1. Lift the upper ground up to the vertical. (1) 
2. Put the axles in the holes corresponding to the measure of the tube and indicated in the sticker. 
3. Put the rollers in the axles in the position corresponding to the tube to bend. See the marks in the rollers. 
4. Put the bender corresponding to the tube in the prominent part of the piston. 
5. Close the upper ground fitting all the parts. 
6. Introduce the tube to bend by a lateral side, between both of the grounds taking care of not turning the rollers from their correct position and 

maintaining the bender in the piston top (2). 
7. Act over the hydraulic part according to what is described in the previous point. 
8. Make the piston go outside only the necessary to get the required bending angle, taking into account the elasticity of the tube. (3) 
9. Take away pressure from the hydraulic part. The piston will return and it will let the tube free. Lift the ground and remove the tube. Normally the 

bender could be pressing the tube. Use the plastic hammer to separate it. (4) 
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4. MAINTENANCE. 
 

1. Make sure that the machine is switched off and not under pressure before carrying out any maintenance operation. 
2. Use always original LARZEP S.A. parts. 
3. Check always the equipment visually before using, check the oil level, damage in the hydraulic element (scratched piston, threads, leaks, etc.), accessories 

situation (hose, rapid coupling, etc.). 
4. After using, clean always the equipment and keep the friction areas greased, such as: threads, axis, rollers inside, piston, etc. before keeping in the case. 
5. In case of severe usage, substitute periodically the hoses and the couplings, although they do not seem damaged at first sight. 
6. Periodically (minimum once a year), substitute the tank oil by clean oil. Use always LARZEP S.A. oil. 
7. Reparation or maintenance actions, in which the mechanic parts must be dismantled (jack, cylinder o pump), will be carried out by specialized staff. 

 
MODEL VZ1225 
OIL FILLING 
(Each 250 hours of using, and unless once a year) 

By means of the filling plug, check the level and use hydraulic oil such as: 
MOBIL DTE 11, SHELL TELLUS OIL T15, CASTROL HYSPIN AWH15 

 
 
 

5. PROBLEMS, DAMAGES AND SOLUTIONS. 
 

 

PROBLEM POSSIBLE DAMAGE  SOLUTIÓN 
1- The piston does not advance. - Excess or lack of oil. 1. Check the level and refill. 
 - Obstructed filter. 2. Release the pump and clean. 
 - The cylinder’s seal damaged 3. Go to authorized service dealer. 
 - Bad air connection. 4. Check the air connection. 
 - Bad hose connection. 5. Check the connection. 
2- The cylinder do not pressurize. - The cylinder’s seal damaged 6. Go to authorized service dealer. 
 - Internal security valve damaged. 7. Go to authorized service dealer. 
 - Air pressure very lower. 8. Check the pressure of the air port (it must be 

between  2,8 and 10 Bar) 
3- The piston do not retracts. - Ball of the acting screw. 9. Release the screw and move the ball. 

 - Gripped or damaged piston. 10. Repair or replace the piston. 
 - Cylinder’s spring damaged. 11. Replace the spring. 

 
The solutions in black, must be carried out by specialist personnel only. 
 
  

6. WARRANTY. 
 

LARZEP, S.A. guarantees its products against all design and manufacturing defects for the durations of two years from the date of purchase. This guarantee does not 
include the ordinary wear of both metal and non-metal parts, abuse, using the equipment beyond its rated capacity and any wear or damage incurred as a result of 
using a hydraulic fluid which is not recommended by LARZEP, S.A. 
 
Please note that if the equipment is disassembled or serviced by anyone other than an authorized service dealer or by LARZEP, S.A., this guarantee is rendered null 
and void. 
 
In the event of a warranty claim, return the equipment, to LARZEP, S.A. or the authorized dealer which sold you the hydraulic equipment, LARZEP, S.A. will 
repair or replace the faulty equipment, whichever is deemed most appropriate. LARZEP, S.A. shall not be held liable for any consequential damages or losses, 
which may occur as a result of faulty equipment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MODEL VZ1225 
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7. DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY. 
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N DENOMINACION CODIGO N PIECES  N DENOMINACION CODIGO N PIECES 
1 PLANTILLA INFERIOR 24 K0037 1  13 CURVADOR 2” 24 K0015 1 
2 PLANTILLA SUPERIOR 24 K 0038 1  14 CILINDRO SM01025 1 
3 EJE 15 I0135 2  15 ETIQUETA ADHESIVA CURV. 30 A0086 1 
4 PASADOR “R” CLIPS 14 E0017 4  16 CAJA DE MADERA CU2000 1 
5 EJE 15 I0032 2  17 ETIQUETA ADHESIVA 30 A0021 1 
6 RODILLO 24 M0001 2  18 ETIQUETA ADH. IZDA. 30 A0030 1 
7 CURVADOR 3/8” 24 K0009 1  19 ETIQUETA ADH. DCHA. 30 A0031 1 
8 CURVADOR ½” 24 K0010 1  20 BOMBA DE AIRE Z12107 1 
9 CURVADOR 3/4” 24K0011 1  21 MANGUERA AP2015 1 
10 CURVADOR 1” 24K0012 1  22 ENCHUFE MACHO AZ3120 2 
11 CURVADOR 1 ¼” 24K0013 1  23 CABEZA 56 E0076 1 
12 CURVADOR 1 ½” 24K0014 1  24 SOPORTE 24 K0308 1 
     25 ENCHUFE AZ3140 1 
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